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WELCOME
Welcome to the 7th CIHT Conference, an international conference
dedicated to health tourism!
Crikvenica was one of the first destinations in Croatia where health
tourism started to develop back in the 19th century. This long and
important tradition has always had the same basic goals: firstclass healthcare services, continuous investment in quality in line
with the latest trends, and the development of human resources.
The awareness of the timeless importance of health and wellbeing is a very important part of everyday life on the Crikvenica
Riviera. One of the results of this is our health tourism conference,
which was held for the first time in September 2013 on the
occasion of the 125th anniversary of tourism in Crikvenica. Over
the past few years, the Crikvenica International Health Tourism
Conference (abbreviated as the CIHT Conference) has become
a well-known event and gathered some of the world’s foremost
experts in health, tourism and business. The organisers are the
Crikvenica Tourist Board, Thalassotherapia Crikvenica and the
Kvarner Health Tourism Cluster. In 2019, Terme Selce Polyclinic
joined the conference as a co-organiser.
The CIHT conference continues to contribute to the application of
current theoretical knowledge and trends. It also emphasises the
strategic importance of developing health tourism in Croatia and
placing health tourism on the market. We are glad that the 2019
conference once again brings together almost 20 international
eminent speakers from various countries and are very grateful
that they have decided to share their valuable experience and
knowledge with us. The conference will last for two days and
will feature first-class and interesting lectures and workshops.
Participants will also be able to enjoy themselves while exploring

the Crikvenica Riviera and its surroundings, especially the
traditional cuisine and local wines. The area’s restaurants will be
preparing healthy, tasty and imaginative fish specialities as part of
the Oily Fish Route project inspired by the local fishing tradition.
We are very proud that the importance of the CIHT Conference has
again been recognised by our distinguished sponsors: the Ministry
of Tourism, the Ministry of Health, the County of Primorje-Gorski
Kotar, the Town of Crikvenica, the Croatian National Tourist Board,
the Croatian Chamber of Commerce, and Kvarner County Tourism
Office. We take this opportunity to once again sincerely thank
all of them. We also thank our sponsors and all those who have
contributed to the organisation of this year’s conference.
We are confident that CIHT 2019 will again prove that quality
collaboration and coordination between health services, tourism,
and business, together with networking and the combined efforts
of all those who, either directly or indirectly, influence what health
tourism has to offer, represent a joint path towards success.
We thank you for your participation and hope that you will enjoy
the many interesting topics, educational presentations and
constructive debates at this year’s CIHT Conference.
Finally, we would like to say how delighted we are to welcome you
to the Crikvenica Riviera, which for a number of years now has
been a leading health tourism destination and the winner of awards
presented by the Ministry of Tourism, the Croatian National Tourist
Board and the Croatian Chamber of Commerce.
We wish you a pleasant stay on the Crikvenica Riviera and look
forward to seeing you again in 2020!

Organisers:

Crikvenica Tourist Board
Marijana Biondić, Dipl. Oec., Director

Kvarner Health Tourism Cluster
Assist. Prof. Vladimir Mozetič, MD, PhD, MHA,
President

Thalassotherapia Crikvenica
Božica Magašić, MD, Director

Enjoy the largest open air
pools on the Riviera with more
than 1000 m2 of water surface
right next to the sea!

HOTEL KATARINA****
Selce, Croatia

20% OFF
EARLY BOOKING UNTIL
NOVEMBER 30th 2019
Use code: CIHT2019
reservations@jadran-crikvenica.hr
+385 51 241 970
www.jadran-crikvenica.hr

New Rooms 2020
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PROGRAMME
Thursday 07.11.2019.
08:30 - 09:00

Arrival and registration of participants

09:00 - 09:30

Welcome speeches

09:30 – 11:15

30 Years of Polyclinic Terme Selce – Primarius Vlasta Brozičević, Polyclinic Terme Selce, Croatia

2.

Successful Tourism – Doug Lansky, tourism development
thought leader, USA

3.

TOMAS – Health Tourism 2018: Attitudes and Expenditures of
Visitors to Croatia – Neda Telišman Košuta, Senior associate at
the Institute for Tourism in Zagreb, Croatia

4.

Media relations – Ermina Duraj, Head of the Public Relations
and Protocol Department of Primorje-Gorski Kotar County, Croatia

5.

Questions and answers

11:45 – 13:30
1.

Introduction to Mayo Clinic Model of Care: Quality, Education
and Research Collaboration - Rahul Kashyap, MBBS, MBA, Assistant Professor of Anesthesiology at the Mayo Clinic, USA

3.

The interactions of policy, strategy & health tourism - Mate
Car, MD, Deputy Minister, Ministry of Health of the Republic of
Croatia, Croatia

4.

Aesthetic medicine in health tourism - Željko Rotim, DDS, MSc,
Founder of the Rotim Medical Center, Croatia

5.

European Patient experience & Innovation Congress – Ognjen
Bagatin, CEO of Poliklinika Bagatin, Croatia

6.

Questions and answers

PART I

1.

11:15 - 11:45

2.

13:30 -14:45

Lunch

14:45– 15:45

WORKSHOP I

Destination Development Lab - Doug Lansky, tourism development
thought leader, USA

Coffee break and networking

PART II

Medical tourism – Mario Škugor, MD, FACE, Catherine and Edward Lozick Chair in Endocrinology and Metabolism and Director of Education at Cleveland Clinic, USA

16:00 – 17:00

WORKSHOP II

Creative Problem Solving - Doug Lansky, tourism development
thought leader, USA

21:00

Social gathering „Healthy party“
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Friday 08.11.2019.
9:30 –11:15

PART III

1.

Accreditation: What It Can and Cannot Do for Hospitals and
Clinics - Elizabeth Ziemba, President and Founder of Medical
Tourism Training, USA

2.

The Future of Health Tourism Is In Your Hand; How personalization and digitization changes the patient experience? - Irving Stackpole, President of Stackpole & Associates, USA

3.

Integrated quality management at the destination – Croatia –
Đurđica Šimičić, Owner of the company Feel IQM and consultant
in health tourism, Croatia

4.

Developing Croatian Medical Tourism: Potential and Reality –
A Foreign Resident View – Paul Bradbury, CEO of Total Media
Cluster, Great Britain

5.

Questions and answers

11:15 – 11:45

11:45 – 13:15

PART IV

1.

Building brand futures - Marc Ortmans, brand strategist, Great
Britain

2.

I know your website generates visits to your clinic, but do you?
– Robert Petković, Certified web analyst and Google Analytics
expert, Croatia

3.

Quality and competitiveness of Kvarner’s health tourism services – Milena Peršić, PhD, Full Professor at the Faculty of Tourism and Hospitality Management, Croatia

4.

Hyperbaric oxygen therapy in clinical practice in Croatia and
Primorje-Gorski Kotar County - Dejan Andrić, MD, CEO of Polyclinic for baromedicine Oxy, Croatia

5.

Questions and answers

13:15 -14:30

Lunch

14:30 – 16:00

WORKSHOP III

Coffee break and networking

Competition within Clusters - Elizabeth Ziemba & Irving Stackpole,
USA
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Primarius

Vlasta Brozičević, MD

Doug Lansky

Co-founder of Polyclinic TERME Selce

Tourism development thought leader

Vlasta Brozičević, MD is a specialist in physical medicine
and rehabilitation, rheumatology, and is co-founder of the
Polyclinic TERME Selce. In 30 years of professional practice she
treated 44000 clients from 87 countries, including 120 Olympic
medalists. She is an official physician of the Croatian Ski team,
member of the medical committee of the Croatian Olympic
Committee and FIS, coordinator of Youth Olympics. Much
demanded as lecturer, she is single author or co-author of 70
papers, and has organized 120 professional events. Her key
initiative is the “Concept Eco-Health Tourism”. In addition, she
has been the initiator of 35 other projects including “Private–
public partnership EU CERTEH 28” and EU Mobility and Sport
Weeks. She received 31 acknowledgements, including those
from the City of Crikvenica, County Prefect, Tourist Boards of
Crikvenica and Kvarner. She is member of 14 International
organizations, and coordinator of the “Crikvenica–Healthy
City” project. She has been a visionary leader in health tourism
from 1993 until now.

Doug Lansky is an authority on concept development in tourism
who advises destination managers and tourism companies
around the world on strategic branding, marketing issues,
visitor experience, industry trends and sustainability. Doug has
a background as a travel journalist and editor with 20 years
of experience writing for publications ranging from National
Geographic Traveler and Guardian to Skift, and has traveled to
over 100 countries.

Presentation title: 30 Years of Polyclinic Terme Selce
Abstract:
For the past 30 years, Polyclinic Terme, founded by doctors and
visionaries Vlasta and Ivan Brozičević, has been contributing
to the modern style of health tourism at Crikvenica Riviera,
promoting it also around the world.
Highest quality individualized medical programs combined
with local micro-climatic benefits, gastronomic and art events,
all add up to enrich the experience of patients who have come
to the Polyclinic from 87 countries.
The driving forces for new services are the Polyclinic’s team
and its own value system 27Es. They serve to respond to the
health needs of the local population and tourists and have
succeeded in enhancing the health tourism offer on the Riviera.
Numerous health-related programs were created over the
years, including such as ‘Mediterranean nutrition in touristic
offer of Crikvenica Riviera’ which started in 1993, and was
presented at a UN conference in 2002.
More than 100 events were organized for the patients and
tourists which found a very good reception and motivated many
of them to come back, thus creating a year-round demand for
hotels and other businesses on the Riviera.

Presentation title: Successful Tourism
Abstract:
Doug takes a closer look at what it means to be successful with
tourism. Does it only mean having more visitors? Or should our
focus be the profit, sustainability, quality of the tourist offer,
as well as respecting the quality of life of the local populace?
Too often we neglect what is truly important and merely strive
just to get more tourist overnight stays. Doug will take us on a
fast-paced visual journey and get us to rethink how we look at
tourism in the process.
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Neda Telišman Košuta, M.Sc.

Ermina Duraj

Senior associate at the Institute for Tourism in Zagreb

Head of the Public Relations and Protocol Department of
Primorje-Gorski Kotar County

Neda Telišman-Košuta is a senior associate at the Institute
for Tourism in Zagreb, Croatia. Her expertise lies in tourism
destination marketing and development with a particular
focus on tourism product development. Ms. Telišman-Košuta
is one of the authors of Croatia’s Tourism Development
Strategy until 2020. She holds a Master Degree in Travel and
Tourism Management from George Washington University in
Washington, D.C.
Presentation title: TOMAS – Health Tourism 2018: Attitudes
and Expenditures of Visitors to Croatia
Abstract:
The presentation summarizes findings of TOMAS - Health
Tourism 2018 Survey conducted among users of medical, spa
and wellness services in Croatia. The results offer a profile
of users of health tourism services. An overview of client
demographics, main motives of travel, trip characteristics,
satisfaction with health tourism offer and expenditures on
health related and other services have been obtained. The
methodology is compatible with TOMAS tourism market
research ‘family’ of surveys allowing for comparison of results
and market segments. TOMAS - Health Tourism 2018 Survey
is the first national level market research study focusing on
users of health tourism services in Croatia.

Ermina Duraj graduated at the Faculty of Law in Rijeka and
completed postgraduate public relations studies at the Faculty
of Political Science at the University of Zagreb. She worked
as a journalist in Croatian Radio-television and on regional
television Kanal Ri. Today, she is head of the Department of
Public Relations and Protocol of Primorje-Gorski Kotar County.
Ms. Duraj is the author of the first book dealing with media
relations of the local and regional self-government in Croatia.
She received the PRO PR AWARD for contributing to the public
relations profession. For the communication campaign of the
Independent Theater Festival in Opatija, she received the Grand
Prix Award from the Croatian Public Relations Association.
She is also an associate and a lecturer at the Faculty of Law
and the High Business School PAR in Rijeka.
She is member of the Board of Directors of the Croatian
Public Relations Association, and was recently elected into the
Supervisory Board of that Association.
Presentation title: Media relations
Abstract:
Understanding media and collaborating well with them, is one
of the cornerstones of successfully organised institutions.
Public relations experts agree that the media represent an
important channel of communication. It is precisely through
media that the information reaches the target public in a short
period of time.
Media are to be understood, their system, work techniques
and rules they follow are to be familiarized with. Media are
to be respected as associates or assistants in the mission of
conveying information.
Although media relations are just one part of public relations,
given the impact they produce and the fact that they guarantee
visibility, we can say that they are one of the most important
parts of the public relations process.
Planning relations with the media is an indispensable element
in every successful campaign and every serious public relations
programme.
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Mario Škugor, M.D. FACE

Rahul Kashyap, MBBS, MBA

Clinical Assistant Professor of Medicine CCLCM of
CWRU and Director of Education- Cleveland Clinic

Physician scientist in Critical Care Medicine

I graduated Medical school in 1986 and spent 2 years as
research associate in Institute for Nuclear Medicine in Zagreb.
During 1991-1992 I was in the Croatian army. In 1993 I finished
Nuclear Medicine Residency. During 1993-1997 I was at Ohio
State University as researcher in Bone and Mineral Metabolism
Laboratory. I did Internal Medicine residency in 1997-2000
at St. Luke’s Medical Center in Cleveland. I served as a chief
resident the last year. Endocrinology fellowship in Cleveland
Clinic was from 2000-2002. I have been on staff in Cleveland
Clinic since.
I served on Board of Directors of Ohio River Valley Chapter of
American Association of Clinical Endocrinologists and was a
president in 2007-2008.

Dr. Rahul Kashyap is a physician scientist in Critical Care
Medicine, and holds academic rank of Assistant Professor of
Anesthesiology at the Mayo Clinic, Rochester, Minnesota, USA.
Dr. Kashyap has completed post-doctoral research fellowship
in Emergency Medicine and senior research fellowship in
Critical Care Medicine at Mayo Clinic. He is an MBA graduate
from Augsburg University, Minneapolis, USA.
He has published 230+ articles in prestigious peer-reviewed
journals. He is an award-winning public speaker. He has
received awards for exemplary research, quality improvement
and leadership. He has enjoyed coaching and mentoring
and teaches clinical research methodology in China, India,
Indonesia, Philippines, UAE and USA for more than a decade.

I was associated director of endocrinology fellowship program
2009-2011.

Presentation title: Introduction to Mayo Clinic Model of Care:
Quality, Education and Research Collaboration

I was Vice-Chairman of the Global Patient Services at Cleveland
Clinic from 2009-2013 and Interim Chairman from 2013-2014.

Abstract:

I am a clinical associate professor of medicine, and director of
PBL case development at Cleveland Clinic Lerner College of
Medicine of CWRU and hold the Catherine and Edward Lozick
chair in Endocrinology and Metabolism.
Presentation title: Medical tourism
Abstract:
The number of medical tourists in 2017 was estimated at 14-16
million word wide. The number of medical tourists in the world
is increasing by 15-25% per year. Estimated $45-$72 billion
is spent yearly globally, but entire medical tourist business is
about $439 billion per year.
Number of countries solicit medical tourism. Health care
brokerages are proliferating to help arrange medical visits.
Several US medical centers (Harvard, Boston University, Johns
Hopkins, Cleveland Clinic) opened hospitals around the world
to capitalize on globalization of medicine.
Most sought services are dentistry, fertility procedures,
cosmetic and weight loss surgeries. The primary concern
of medical tourists is the quality of the care. The Joint
Commission accredits hospitals outside the and 800 hospitals
had been accredited in 2017, increasing by 20% yearly.
Concerns about liability and late complications still exist and
are being addressed by various insurances.

The Mayo Clinic model of care talk will be an introduction
to world’s leading healthcare institution- Mayo Clinic. Dr.
Kashyap will share brief details of three shields – ResearchEducation- Patient Care. He will highlight the culture of
teamwork and touch up on various centers within Mayo Clinic.
He will share an example of global study called – CERTAIN
led by Mayo Clinic Critical Care doctors and scientists, which
helped with processes of care, patient outcomes and decreased
hospital cost. He will also mention about ‘Ask Mayo Expert’- A
provider-to-provider clinical tool to enhance patient care.
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Mate Car, Ph.D.

Željko Rotim, DDS, M.Sc

Deputy Minister, Ministry of Health of the Republic of
Croatia

Founder of the Rotim Medical Center

Mate Car, PhD, is an Assistant (Deputy) Minister (for Health
tourism) of the Minister of Health of Croatia and an Honorary
Lecturer at Imperial College London, with a passion to combine
his academic, managerial and policy experience to achieve a
synergic effect and the best results. He was previously also the
special Adviser to the Minister of Health (for Finances) and an
Assistant Director at the Croatian Institute for Telemedicine. He
is appointed by the Ministry of Health to lead the Working group
responsible for creating the Croatian national development
strategy for the health sector till 2030.
His main interests are in the complex interactions within the
health system and taking a structured approach to address
various issues.
Presentation title: The interactions of policy, strategy & health
tourism
Abstract:
Croatia’s Ministry of Health has in the last year and a
half undertaken numerous activities to bolster the health
tourism sector and to position Croatia as a health tourism
destination. First key step was improving communication and
increasing transparency with stakeholders. New legislation
in 2019 opened the opportunity to create a working group of
key stakeholders and to pass the Ordinance on the health
services provided in health tourism. The ongoing work focuses
on international institutional cooperation, establishing a
certification framework for health services in Croatia, creating
a map of Croatia’s health tourism potentials and a development
strategy.

Born in 1964, Željko Rotim, DDS, MSc, graduated from the
Faculty of Dental Medicine in Zagreb in 1988. In 1992, the
Rotim Clinic came into existence, gradually evolving into the
Rotim Medical Center Clinic for Aesthetic Dentistry and NonSurgical Aesthetic Medicine. In 2018, he completed TEOXANE
AESTHETIC ACADEMY in Geneva and became Teoxane Country
Expert and Opinion leader for Teoxane for Croatia and Slovenia.
Dr. Rotim is the co-founder and president of the Croatian
Society of Aesthetic Medicine, a professional association
dedicated to non-surgical and minimally invasive methods of
aesthetic medicine. He is also the founder and president of
the Medical Esthetic Institute - the initiator and organizer of
numerous professional trainings in Croatia and the region.
Presentation title: Aesthetic medicine in health tourism
Abstract:
Among the major trends of present-day world is the attention
to the body, appearance, well-being and aesthetics in general.
The development of the tourism market is highly determined
by new trends and evolving customer needs. In this view a new
segment has taken its place – the aesthetic medicine tourism.
As the president of the Croatian Society of Aesthetic Medicine,
dr. Rotim will talk in his presentation about aesthetic medicine,
as a branch of medical aesthetology. He will show the whole
process of development of aesthetic tourism and point out its
place within the overall picture of health tourism.
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Ognjen Bagatin, MBA

Elizabeth Ziemba, JD, MPH

CEO of Poliklinika Bagatin

President and Founder of Medical Tourism Training

Ognjen Bagatin is the CEO of Poliklinika Bagatin, one of the
fastest growing small and medium-sized medical institutions
in Croatia, currently employing 115 staff on two locations in
Zagreb and one in Split. Thanks to his extensive knowledge
and understanding of the private health system, he is acting
as a consultant for 20 clinics across Europe and Croatia in the
field of cosmetic surgery, dermatology and dentistry. He is a
member of the Board of MBA Croatia, of the Medical Tourism
Council at the Croatian Chamber of Economy and of the
executive board of Croatian Employers Association for private
clinics, hospitals and health care facilities.

President and Founder of Medical Tourism Training, Elizabeth
Ziemba delivers consulting, training, assessment and
accreditation services for clients in the wellness, health,
medical and hospitality sectors featuring innovative, practical,
evidence-based solutions for business and economic growth.
Combining education, experience and international best
business practices, Ms. Ziemba helps clients build strong
organizations ready to compete globally including governments,
medical and dental providers, associations, facilitators, hotels,
resorts and spas. Consulting projects include national medical
tourism road maps, national & provider marketing plans,
strategic planning, cluster development and more. She holds
a degree in law and a Master’s degree in international public
health.

Presesntation title: European Patient Experience & Innovation
Congress
Abstract:
In the European Union we perceive health as an integral part
of our social and economic life. We share the value of universal
access to quality healthcare at an affordable cost to individuals
and the society. We can decide to become the global incubator
for innovations in the relationships and experiences of patients
with their healthcare and technology providers.
Technology solutions increase patients’ security, effectiveness
and efficiency of treatments, and the quality of the medical
outcomes. Building trust and profound communication
between patients and medical providers changes patients’
expectations and attitudes from respectful acceptance to
engaged partnership.
EPIC and Bagatin Clinic, with experts from Cleveland Clinic as
international presenter, IBM Watson, Google Health, Disney
Institute, WHO, GCR and many others will help you share, set
and envision the direction of our EU health future. See you on
19th-20th of March 2020 in Dubrovnik, Croatia.

Presentation title: Accreditation: What It Can and Cannot Do for
Hospitals and Clinics

Abstract:

What is accreditation and why should healthcare providers
embark on such a process? Much is misunderstood about the
role of accreditation in creating change for hospitals and clinics.
At the core of accreditation is Continuous Quality Improvement
(CQI) which is designed to be a transformative process for the
entire organization. From that experience, healthcare providers
can improve clinical and non-clinical quality of the entire patient
experience. Research shows that high quality of services increases
the number of patients which can, in turn, increase revenues and
enable desired growth. Misconceptions about accreditation will
be explained and a framework provided for those considering
accreditation for their organizations.
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Irving Stackpole

Đurđica Šimičić

President of Stackpole & Associates

Owner of the company Feel IQM and consultant in health
tourism

With decades of experience in healthcare, Irving Stackpole
is the President of Stackpole & Associates, Inc., a strategy,
marketing and research firm founded in 1991. Stackpole &
Associates has conducted strategic research and marketing
projects in the United States and internationally, and has
worked for providers, governments and agencies on 4
continents, and many countries, including Costa Rica, Korea,
India, Argentina, Colombia, Poland, Mexico, Cayman, Greece,
as well as the EU and the UN. Irving edited Medical Tourism
Marketing the 1st book on the subject, co-hosts the podcast,
The Medical Travel Show, is widely published, and has been
quoted in The New York Times, The Financial Times, Forbes
and many trade publications.
Presentation title: The Future of Health Tourism Is In Your

Hand; How personalization and digitization changes the patient
experience

Abstract:

Since Hippocrates, the assumption has been that a sick person goes
to a smarter person seeking help. Help is provided by the doctor,
and the “patient” did what she was told – most of the time. We
now have Google, WebMD and the balance has shifted. Doctors are
being challenged and questioned. Patients are more demanding,
want to know the what and why and expect their “experiences”
more like Amazon or Starbucks, but from healthcare.

Moving your information to “the cloud” creates more questions;
who owns your healthcare information? Security rules protect
data privacy but are the barriers about privacy, or just the oldfashioned rules?
We examine these shifts in the context of the provider/ consumer
relationship and point the way to a future that some may find
dystopian, while others will find laden with opportunity.

Đurđica Šimičić is the owner of the company Feel IQM and
consultant for health tourism in Lošinj Hotels & Villas. She
is the author of the project Integral Quality Management –
Destination and quality standards for tourist destinations in
Croatia.
While she was the director of the Tourist Board of Mali Lošinj,
she started branding it as the island of vitality. From 2016 to
2019, she was employed as a brand manager at Lošinj Hotels
& Villas. Since 2016 she is certified Health professional by
Medical Tourism Association.
She gained her organizing skills in managerial positions as
director of tourist agencies, director of Mali Lošinj Tourist
Board, Director of Product Development Department, brand
manager for health at Lošinj Hotels & Villas and a number of
other socially responsible functions.
Presentation title: Integrated quality management at the
destination – Croatian case

Abstract:

Integrated quality management for a given destination introduces
measurability and implementation of issues such as sustainable
development, goals of local self-government related to tourism,
responsible tourism, health tourism, cultural tourism, event
management, rural tourism and the like. This approach stimulates
local product development, an increase of quality in gastronomy,
thematization of available facilities, preservation and promotion
of biodiversity, health, wellness, sports, destination animation,
destination design, thematic events, as well as a number of
challenges and quality elements relevant for a given destination.
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Paul Bradbury

Marc Ortmans

CEO of Total Media Cluster

Brand strategist

Paul Bradbury is CEO of Total Media Cluster, the largest
English-language news and tourism project in the region,
including Google News partner sites Total Croatia News,
Total Montenegro News and Total Slovenia News. Working
for a better future for Croatia with a focus on constructive
criticism on Croatian tourism, TMC has a core focus on
tourism, entrepreneurship, medical tourism, the digital nomad
revolution, and celebrating the little guy. A contributing writer
to The Daily Telegraph, Index.hr and Qatar Airways, Bradbury
also won Best Online Feature at the 2019 Medical Travel Media
Awards in Kuala Lumpur. You can contact him via paul@totalcroatia-news.com

Marc has worked across the media industries as a Founder,
CEO, Director, Strategist, Marketing and Creative Director. He
has managed projects for global brands, teams of 50 people,
and annual turnovers up to €10m. Currently he advises on
brand strategy and brand communications, and is Chair of GEN
UK representing the entrepreneurship ecosystem in the UK.

Presentation title: Developing Croatian Medical Tourism:
Potential and Reality - A Foreign Resident View
Abstract:
A foreign eye often offers a different perspective. Long-term
British resident of Croatia Paul Bradbury has been following the
Croatian medical tourism industry for a couple of years now, as
it looks to realize its potential as one of the top 10 destinations in
the world.

Bradbury’s presentation will take a look at some of the key
issues from the view of an outsider - regional clusters versus
a national brand; a dynamic private sector waiting for a
lacklustre official approach; lessons of best practices from
other successful countries, most notably lessons from a recent
tour of medical facilities in Malaysia; and the importance of
stories to convey the messages of success and innovation.
You can connect with Paul Bradbury via paul@total-croatianews.com

Marc started at the BBC and Channel 4 in London before
co-founding Ortmans Young International and later ran
global design agency group Button. He helped launch UEFA
Champions League, First Direct bank, the Homeless World
Cup, and created the first satellite TV branding in UK for
Satellite TV, bought by Rupert Murdoch and renamed Sky.
Along the way he picked up a shelf load of awards including
BAFTA, D&AD, Paris Citi and New York Festivals.
Presentation title: Building brand futures
Abstract:

What is a brand? Is it a logo or something more? Marc explores
what a brand really is and how to make one from a blank sheet of
paper. Established brands face challenges when markets change
and competitors offer new products and services. Marc shows how
to transform a brand that has become tired and needs repositioning
to re-engage with its market. He will share examples of brands he
has been involved in creating such as UEFA Champions League,
me:time and Global Entrepreneurship Network, and show how to
change perceptions and energise customers and staff alike.
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Robert Petković

Milena Peršić, Ph.D.

Certified web analyst and Google Analytics expert

Doctor of economic sciences and full professor in tenure

Certified web analyst and Google Analytics expert with over 20
years of experience in digital field, he has been known as one of
the foremost analysts in this area for the last 10 years. Robert
has years of experience designing websites and implementing
tools to track the performance of travel websites and web
shops, as well as several polyclinics.
He worked as an analyst at Multilink, Degordian and
Agrokor, and today he is employed by Bruketa&Žinić&Grey.
He collaborates with the world’s leading experts in the field
of Internet analytics, and is a frequent guest and lecturer at
conferences across Croatia and the region.

Milena Peršić is a doctor of economic sciences and full
professor in the field of accounting, She is single author or coauthor of a more than 200 scientific and professional papers
in professional journals, conference proceedings, books and
project reports. Currently she is head of the postgraduate
specialist study “Health Tourism”, jointly organized by FMTU
Opatija, Faculty of Medicine and Faculty of Philosophy of the
University of Rijeka. Also, she is head of the scientific project
„Integrated Reporting as a Source of Information in Assessing
Recognizability and Competitiveness of the Destination Health
- Tourism Product “. She is Vice-president of the Scientific
Council of the “Referral center for health tourism and medical
programmed holiday of the Croatian Ministry of Health. She
possesses broad experience in company management in
tourism and hotel business, and is a winner of several awards
and prizes, including the Croatian Order for the application of
science in practice.

Presentation title: I know your website generates visits to your

clinic, but do you?

Abstract:

Websites generates a lot of data and useful information which is
often left aside. In his lecture Robert will show a few examples on
how to get more information from your website that might help
you reshape your business model or at least change the way your
clients are perceiving your brand.

Presentation title: Quality and competitiveness of Kvarner’s
health tourism services
Abstract:

The paper presents the results of a survey of users’ attitudes on
the achieved level of quality and competitiveness of health tourism
at Kvarner tourism destination. These attitudes are compared to
previous research results which were based on perceptions of
responsible management by providers of health tourism services in
the Kvarner tourist destination. Research results are presented in
accordance with the goals defined in strategic documents, globally
accepted trends, EU scenarios and international best practices.
The emphasis is on designing a recognizable destination’s healthtourism product that will position Kvarner tourism destination as
a recognizable “health destination” on the target tourism market.

In cooperation with Faculty of Tourism and Hospitality
Management
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Dejan Andrić, MD, M.Sc.
Medical director of the Polyclinic for hyperbaric and
occupational medicine OXY
Dr. Andrić is the medical director of the Polyclinic for hyperbaric
and occupational medicine OXY in Pula, an institution with
branches in Zagreb, Crikvenica and Dubrovnik.
He graduated medicine from the University of Belgrade and
completed the specialization in maritime medicine at the
Institute of Naval Medicine in Split in 1989. Further on, he went
to graduate in the program of clinical pathophysiology at the
Department of Tourism, Marine and Tropical Medicine of the
Medical Faculty in Rijeka.
Dr. Andrić has over 30 years of experience in hyperbaric
medicine in various hospitals and naval institutes in the country
and is continuing with further education in this field in order to
keep his knowledge up to date and in line with world standards.
He published more than 60 professional scientific papers and
abstracts on HBOT topics.
Presentation title: Hyperbaric oxygen therapy in clinical practice
in Croatia and Primorje-Gorski Kotar County
Abstract:

Hyperbaric oxygen therapy (HBOT) is a scientifically based
treatment that is performed by inhaling pure medical (100%)
oxygen at a pressure of more than one bar. It is provided in specially
designed devices – hyperbaric chambers.

While inhaling the hyperbaric oxygen, up to twenty times
more oxygen is dissolved in the blood than usual, whereby the
condition of lack of oxygen in the body which is the cause or
numerous diseases, is being corrected.
The clinical application of HBOT in Croatia began in Split in
1970. In Croatia, we now have six two-department multiplace
hyperbaric chambers and three single-department hyperbaric
chambers. There are two two-department multiplace
hyperbaric chambers in the Primorje-Gorski Kotar County.
An additional effort should be invested to develop the HBOT
further.

Brand the quality of
croatian products and services
with non-refundable grants
from EU funds
znakovi.hgk.hr
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Workshops
Doug Lansky
tourism development
thought leader, USA

Workshop I:

Workshop II:

Thursday 07.11.2019.
14:45 - 15:45

Thursday 07.11.2019.
16:00 - 17:00

Destination development is one of the most important aspects
of creating a unique selling proposition and staying relevant
on the global tourist market. This Destination Development
Lab will break down the process and show how to create new
brand-aligned attractions, how to use these new products
to increase visitor spending, and how to make any product
relevant (and profitable) for ALL the stakeholders in the area.

When it comes to tough tourism issues, there’s no need to
reinvent the wheel. Hotels, restaurants, attractions, tours...
entire destinations are typically experiencing many of the very
same problems around the world. So, in addition to Doug’s
expertise, he’ll help tap your best resource: your fellow
stakeholders. Everyone will get a chance to share issues and
offer solutions. From dealing with guest complaints before they
end up on TripAdvisor to new and creative customer service
communication tricks, Doug will help steer the conversation
to cover a wide range of issues and offer useful takeaways that
are most relevant to your stakeholders. Once the program
is over, they’ll be in an ideal position to continue to use each
other as a resource going forward.

Destination Development Lab

Creative Problem Solving

Elizabeth Ziemba
President and Founder of
Medical Tourism Training

Irving Stackpole
President of Stackpole
& Associates

Workshop III:
Friday 08.11.2019.
14:30 - 16:00

© M. Vrdoljak

Competition within Clusters

KVARNER
Health & Wellbeing

Successful cluster members are often direct competitors
who productively compete with each other, while contributing
to the overall growth of the markets and the cluster. Are
organizations afraid to join the cluster because they do not want
to work with competitors? Are they afraid of losing valuable
employees or intellectual property to competitors? These are
some of misconceptions about the role of clusters and their
benefits for members. This session takes an in-depth look at
the role of competition within clusters, clarifying how rivals
compete within clusters and how clusters expand markets so
that everyone wins. The focus will be on competition versus
rivalry, differentiating to compete, and rules of fair play.
© iStockphoto

© P. Trinajstić

© R. Kosinožić

the kvarner region
tourist board

51410 opatija, nikole tesle 2
t +385 (0)51 272 988
e kvarner@kvarner.hr
www.kvarner.hr

© N. Mavrović

© S. Gulić

© N. Reberšak

Organisers

CRIKVENICA TOURIST BOARD

www.pgz.hr

Crikvenica Tourist Board includes a central Tourist Office
and four Tourist Information Centres in coastal towns on the
Crikvenica Riviera: in Crikvenica, Dramalj, Jadranovo, and Selce.
Its basic vision and mission is to constantly invest in quality and
to effectively connect the existing services and facilities on the
Riviera with the aim of increasing the number of visitors and their
level of satisfaction. Other objectives include the creation of new
interesting services, activities, destination brands and marketing
strategies in order to make the Crikvenica Riviera recognisable on
the market as a desirable destination for leisure, entertainment,
relaxation, sport and recreation.
When developing new activities and raising the quality of existing
ones, Crikvenica Tourist Board follows global trends while at the
same respecting local traditions and including the typical features
of the destination. It has extensive experience in developing
various projects (the CIHT conference, Crikvenica – the Marathon
Town, the Oily Fish Road, Fall in Love in/with Crikvenica, etc.)
and organising numerous cultural, entertainment, traditional,
culinary, sporting, recreational, and other events. These include
Fishermen’s Week, Carnival, Crikvenica 4 Pets, CrikvArt – the
Street Performance Festival, (Sr) ethno Selce festival, Oily Fish
Week, and the Šilo-Crikvenica swimming marathon, the oldest of
its kind in the Adriatic. Crikvenica Tourist Board is also in charge
of numerous promotional activities, such as the production of
various digital and print materials, offline and online advertising
on Croatian and foreign markets, targeted destination promotions
in the most significant source markets (fairs, presentations), and
inviting study groups of journalists and agents.
Crikvenica Tourist Board also coordinates activities in the
destination and cooperates with all entities whose business
is directly or indirectly related to tourism. For example, what
makes the Oily Fish Road project so special is the fact that it
brings together various local service providers (bars, restaurants,
and hotels), local people, and visitors. Offering a unique and
unforgettable experience is the basic guideline when creating
projects. Crikvenica Tourist Board seeks to inspire visitors to
participate actively in events by organising fishing or sailing
events, bocce tournaments, or the cooking of traditional dishes
in the company of their hosts. These efforts and innovation have
been recognised at the international level: in 2014 the ‘Creative
Tourism Network’ declared Crikvenica Tourist Board the world’s
most creative destination. The basic criterion for this was the fact
that visitors are involved in the life of the local community.

Contact info:

P: +385 (0)51 784 101 • E: info@tzg-crikvenice.hr
www.rivieracrikvenica.com

Primorsko-goranska županija
Adamićeva 10
51000 Rijeka

+385 51 351 600 (tel)
+385 51 351 613 (fax)
info@pgz.hr

Organisers
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KVARNER HEALTH TOURISM CLUSTER

Kvarner Health Tourism Cluster gathers members from medical, touristic and university sector, as well as
accompanying services with the goal of creating a recognizable and competitive health tourism product on the
local and international level. Our organization implies preparations and placements of the recognizable and
competitive health tourism product which must follow the world trends, tradition, resource base and specific
features of the destination. We are directed towards strengthening and development of health tourism on
Kvarner, in accordance with the strategic documents which define the destination as “the destination of
health”.
The Cluster operates systematically and actively on stimulating synergic processes, directed towards
improving the range and quality of the overall health tourism offer of Kvarner as the destination of health,
through joint placement of services on the health tourism market, for the purpose of raising the degree of
capacity use and overall prosperity of the Kvarner tourist destination as a whole.
Kvarner, as a tourist destination, is positioned among the leading “destinations of health” on the European
map, and even wider. We are recognizable for our year-round offer of high-quality services in health tourism,
based on contemporary trends, resource base and tradition.

Contact info: E: info@kvarnerhealth.hr • www.kvarnerhealth.com
THALASSOTHERAPIA CRIKVENICA

Thalassotherapia Crikvenica - special hospital for medical rehabilitation is a medical rehabilitation centre
with a hundred years of tradition in rehabilitation, health care prevention and medically directed holiday. The
location of Thalassotherapia is the area with proven beneficial climatic characteristics, affluent sea aerosol,
no allergens or pollution which is particularly beneficial for chronic and allergy difficulties of the respiratory
system and movement system.
Medical Rehabilitation Centre satisfies all contemporary standards in medical rehabilitation and positions
the institution at the very top of all rehabilitation centres in the region. The most up-to-date diagnostics
and rehabilitation technics and methodology is provided on more than 2000 m2 of useful area, which in
combination with professional interdisciplinary medical teams and natural benefits of the destination results
in fantastic success in physical and respiratory rehabilitation.
Services:
Respiratory rehabilitation: asthma, COPD, bronchitis, allergic and chronic diseases of upper respiratory
system
Physical medicine and rehabilitation: postoperative orthopaedic rehabilitation, rheumatic diseases,
neurological and spinal rehabilitation
Paediatrics, paediatric pulmonology and allergology • Pulmonology • Otorhinolaryngology • Cardiology •
Dermatology • Hyperbaric medicine • Accommodation & catering • Swimming pool

Contact info: P: +385 (0)51 407 666 • E: info@thalasso-ck.hr • www.thalasso-ck.hr

Coorganiser
POLYCLINIC TERME SELCE

Polyclinic Terme Selce was the first private polyclinic for physical medicine and rehabilitation in Croatia and
has now a tradition of 30 years. Founded by doctors Vlasta and Ivan Brozičević, it set a goal to provide highest
quality medical service to every patient, local or tourist, and to create a new dimension of health tourism
at Crikvenica Riviera. This vision began to take shape already in 1993 with the project “Mediterranean
Nutrition – Touristic Offer of Crikvenica Riviera”, presented at the UN in 2003. The greatest asset of the
polyclinic is its team of 44 professionals including specialists in physiatry, rheumatology, internal medicine,
cardiology, dermatology and venereal diseases. orthopaedics, neurology, surgery, psychology, physiotherapy,
kinesiology, along with auxiliary staff such as nurses, a nutritionist, masseurs and other professional staff. In
all, the polyclinic covers six medical specialities, a range of diagnostic procedures, and is also active in sports
medicine, wellbeing programs, and occupational risk programs. The polyclinic provides around 40 diagnostic
procedures and between 250 and 350 therapeutic procedures. They are all completely safe and have been
verified through experience by patients from 87 countries.
The polyclinic has been awarded the title of BIODEX isokinetic reference centre of Croatia and ORTHOKIN
Exellence centre in regenerative medicine. It has a long-standing collaboration with 22 other clinics. The
polyclinic is the co-founder the 1st International Mountain Tourism Alliance (IMTA) and is a Member of
International Academy of Aviation and Space Medicine (IAASM).

Contact info: P: +385 (0)51 764 055 • E: info@terme-selce.hr • www.terme-selce.hr
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ABOUT THE DESTINATION

CRIKVENICA RIVIERA

The Crikvenica Riviera stretches along one of
the most picturesque coasts of the Kvarner Bay
and it comprises the charming tourist resorts of
Crikvenica, Dramalj, Jadranovo and Selce.
Due to its favourable natural features, the Riviera
began to cultivate a tradition of health tourism as
early as the in 19th century. The area’s mild and
healthy climate, microclimate, clean air and sea,
as well as its favourable insolation and vegetation,
all help in the prevention and healing of various
diseases, rehabilitation, and general improvement
of the quality of life. If you are looking for a
destination where in the same day you can swim
in the sea, stroll on a sandy beach breathing in
the scents of the Mediterranean, and then in the
evening have fun in town, or relax in the quiet of a
green hinterland, then this is the right choice for
you.

Crikvenica is a destination that has always had
excellent natural conditions for the development of
health tourism in the area. As a new development,
a line of highly professional medical institutions
has sprung up and are offering their services the
year round. These are: Special Hospital for Medical
Rehabilitation of Respiratory and Locomotor System
Diseases “Thalassotherapia Crikvenica”, Polyclinic
„Terme Selce“, Polyclinic „Katunar“, Polyclinic for
hyperbaric medicine “OXY” and other.
Throughout the year the Crikvenica Riviera features
more than 250 different events, such as the Carnival,
Crikvenica Cycling Marathon, Strawberry Festival,
(Sr)etno Selce ethno festival, CrikvArt - street
entertainers festival, the Melodies with a Taste of
the Sea festival, other music and sports festivals,
Šilo-Crikvenica swimming marathon, Crikvenica 4
Pets, the Tourism Days or the Fisherman’s Week.
One is never bored there.
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The Crikvenica-Vinodol region has a total of more
than 300 km of footpaths and hiking trails and
300 km of cycling trails. This is the perfect place
for enjoying walks, jogging, cycling and virtually
all other sport activities on land or in the sea. In
Crikvenica you can take a walk along one of the
most beautiful sandy beaches on the Adriatic,
the gorgeous Love Path or through the fragrant
Mediterranean Labyrinth of Love.
The traditional gastronomy vibrates with the scents
of the Mediterranean, and is rich in fish, seafood,
vegetables, olive oil, natural aromatic herbs and
other healthy ingredients. Some of the restaurants
and hotels, inspired by the local fishing tradition,
established the Oily Fish Route project, offering
specially prepared tasty dishes of blue fish on their
menus.

Accommodation on the Riviera is available in hotels,
private apartments, campsites, hostels and other
types of accommodation (total capacity - more than
25.000 beds).
And remember, this home to beautiful natural
scenery and a rich cultural and historical heritage
is ideal for all generations of visitors, from
adventurers and animal lovers to families and
those looking for entertainment, excitement and
relaxation in the great outdoors.

www.rivieracrikvenica.com

Organisers:

Sponsors:

Grad Crikvenica

CRIKVENICA TOURIST BOARD
info@tzg-crikvenice.hr
+385 51 784 101

KVARNER HEALTH TOURISM CLUSTER
info@kvarnerhealth.hr
+385 98 486 830

w w w. c i h t . co m . h r I i n fo @ c i h t . co m . h r

THALASSOTHERAPIA CRIKVENICA
info@thalasso-ck.hr
+385 51 407 666

